What Lives Under the Sea

Book comes in 2 formats

- With dotted words
- Without dotted words

Print first 2 sheets back to pack. Fold in ½.

Print up last 2 pages back to back. Fold in ½ and place inside the cover.

Staple if desired. (You will need a longer stapler in order to do this. Can be purchased at Office Max or other office supply store).
What Lives Under the Sea

With Dotted Words
Many animals live under the sea!
I see a fish.

I see a starfish.

fish

starfish
I see a seahorse.

seahorse

I see a whale.

whale
I see an octopus.

I see a lobster.

octopus

lobster

octopus

lobster
What Lives Under the Sea

Without Dotted Words
Many animals live under the sea!
I see a fish.

I see a starfish.
I see a seahorse.

seahorse

I see a whale.

whale
I see an octopus.

I see a lobster.

octopus

lobster